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Traffic Code 

131st General Assembly 

January 2017 Update 

Editor’s Note: The Municode staff attorneys perform a review of ORC Title XLV and Title XXIX in 
January and July of each year for the current legislative session.  This update encompasses all legislative 
Acts updated in Title XLV- Motor Vehicles from July 2016 through December 2016.   

R.C. § 4511.132 
4511.132 Driver's duties upon approaching intersection with ambiguous or non-working traffic 

signal 

Amends Powell City Code § 313.09 - Editor’s Note: This section effective 3-21-17. See, also, section 
4511.132 effective until 3-21-17.   

(A) The driver of a vehicle, streetcar, or trackless trolley who approaches an intersection where traffic is 
controlled by traffic control signals shall do all of the following, if the signal facing the driver exhibits no 
colored lights or colored lighted arrows, exhibits a combination of such lights or arrows that fails to 
clearly indicate the assignment of right-of-way, or the signals are otherwise malfunctioning, including the 
failure of a vehicle detector to detect the vehicle: 
(1) Stop at a clearly marked stop line, but if none, stop before entering the crosswalk on the near side of 
the intersection, or, if none, stop before entering the intersection; 
(2) Yield the right-of-way to all vehicles, streetcars, or trackless trolleys in the intersection or approaching 
on an intersecting road, if the vehicles, streetcars, or trackless trolleys will constitute an immediate hazard 
during the time the driver is moving across or within the intersection or junction of roadways; 
(3) Exercise ordinary care while proceeding through the intersection. 
(B) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor 
misdemeanor. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has been convicted of or pleaded 
guilty to one predicate motor vehicle or traffic offense, whoever violates this section is guilty of a 
misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has been 
convicted of two or more predicate motor vehicle or traffic offenses, whoever violates this section is 
guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. 

R.C. § 4511.27 
4511.27 Rules governing overtaking and passing of vehicles 

Amends Powell City Code § 331.03- Editor’s Note: This section effective 3-21-17. See, also, section 
4511.27 effective until 3-21-17. 

(A) The following rules govern the overtaking and passing of vehicles or trackless trolleys proceeding in 
the same direction: 
(1) The operator of a vehicle or trackless trolley overtaking another vehicle or trackless trolley proceeding 
in the same direction shall, except as provided in division (A)(3) of this section, signal to the vehicle or 
trackless trolley to be overtaken, shall pass to the left thereof at a safe distance, and shall not again drive 
to the right side of the roadway until safely clear of the overtaken vehicle or trackless trolley. When a 
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motor vehicle or trackless trolley overtakes and passes a bicycle, three feet or greater is considered a safe 
passing distance. 
(2) Except when overtaking and passing on the right is permitted, the operator of an overtaken vehicle 
shall give way to the right in favor of the overtaking vehicle at the latter's audible signal, and the operator 
shall not increase the speed of the operator's vehicle until completely passed by the overtaking vehicle. 
(3) The operator of a vehicle or trackless trolley overtaking and passing another vehicle or trackless 
trolley proceeding in the same direction on a divided highway as defined in section 4511.35 of the 
Revised Code, a limited access highway as defined in section 5511.02 of the Revised Code, or a highway 
with four or more traffic lanes, is not required to signal audibly to the vehicle or trackless trolley being 
overtaken and passed. 
(B) Except as otherwise provided in this division, whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor 
misdemeanor. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has been convicted of or pleaded 
guilty to one predicate motor vehicle or traffic offense, whoever violates this section is guilty of a 
misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has been 
convicted of two or more predicate motor vehicle or traffic offenses, whoever violates this section is 
guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. 




